
(20 l\l:lrks)

(07 !\larks)
(07 Marks)
(061\1arks)

(10 Marks)
(10Marks)

lof2

d. Meena Bazaar

,Hammam
c. Nahar-e-Bahishth

7

6

Module-3
a. Illustrate:the layout of'Fatehpur ~i) with the hel~o'fneat labelled sketches.
b. Highlight the salient features of-the Madrasa of Mahmud Gawan, at Bidar.

'" {') OR~
'Write short notes on the following structures ofFatehpur Sikri:

a. r Bu land Darwaza
b. Diwan-e-Khas ~
c. Tomb of Salim Chisti ~

5

of neat ~ketches, explain the structural concepJ4

Module-4
Describe the following terms and their relevance in Shahjahanabad, during the Mughal Ru le:

a. Serai
b.

of intersecting arches in
(lO Marks)

conditions of Bengal, on the architecture of
(10 !\larks)

a. With the help
Gol Gumbaz.

b. Discuss the influence of the geographical
Eklakhi Tomb in Pandua.

(10 1\ Iarks)
(10 Marks)

OR

3

2

Modlt1e-2
Elaborate on the architectural chara\!er of the Eastern facade oftbe following mosques, with
a neatly lebelled sketch of their ele..vation:

a. Jami Masjid at Ahmedabad
b. Atala Masjid at Jaunpur

~ OR
a. With the help of neat slCe!chcs, compare and con~st the architectural features of the tombs

ofMubarak Shah 9.ayyid, Muhammad Shah Sayyid and Sikander Lodi. (15 :\farks)
b. Briefly explain-the tomb of Ghiyasuddin 1ughlaq. (OSMarks)

(05Marks)
(15 Marks)

Module-l
a. Explain the term «r~1perial S;y~e'\ wi~ r~spect ~oIslamic ~Jlitec~e in In~a.
b. Illustrate and explain the pronunent buildings of the Qutb C-omplex illD.elhi.

1

Note: 1. Answer any FIVE full questions, choosing ONE full question ffpm each ..t-rdule.
2. Draw relevant sketches wlzereJ!..ernecessary.

Max. Marks: 100.'
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Timc: 3 hrs.
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(10 Marks)
(10 Marks)

20f2

10 Sketch and explain the following:
a. Victoria Memorial, Calcutta
b. Town Hall, Bombay.

9 a. Enumerate the planning principles ofNex Delhi with the help of a neat layout plan.
(10 Marks)

b. List the strategies adopted by Edwin {utyens and Herbert Baker in designing the Viceroy's
Palace and the Parliament Hou~'l1 New Delhi.?y, (10 Marks)

t"\~ , ~ .
. 1" OR

(20 Marks)

Nlodnle-S

8 Elaborate on the following aspects of Mug hal Architecture with respect to Taj Mahal:
a. Planning and Layout
b. Proportion
c. Ornamentation

..
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